


Architectural  Video mapping: 
 







Lyon-architecture 1022 

alexandria/Amazing 3D projection mapped on building.flv




Klaus Obermaier Dancing house 

 

alexandria/Dancing House - Klaus Obermaier.flv


URBAN SCREENS 

 







Grand Lisboa (Macau) 



Grand Lisboa, MACAU (Asia) 



LINZ (Wien)-ARS ELECTRONICA 



Media Buildings: GREEN PIX, 
BEIJING,Led media display  

 

 GreenPix is a large-scale display 
comprising of 2,292 color (RGB) 
LED’s light points comparable to a 
24,000 sq. ft. (2.200 m2) monitor 
screen for dynamic content 
display.  



Times square(NY)Valentine  
day 2012, voxel facade  



La Vitrine, Montreal 
(Canada), 2009 



Urban screens and personal 
screens 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HISxK5Pr_ok&feature=related
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 Text by Anna 
Monteverdi and Enzo 
Gentile (in italian) 
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Videomapping: definitions 

It’s a technique that consists of projecting video images on buildings, façades, 
structures or any kind of surface or object. 
It’s re-designing a space.  
It creates astonishing optical illusions and turns reality into something else. 



Mapping a single element… 



Or an huge cathedral 



Urban screens-555 Kubik, 
Hamburg (Germany, 2009) 
 

alexandria/555 KUBIK by Urban Screen.flv
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OPERA HOUSE-SIDNEY Australia 

alexandria/VIVID SYDNEY 2012 - A CREATIVE SHORT.flv
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Urban screen-Partition of 
the sphere. Vivide festival 
2012 



Studio azzurro (Italy).  
La Scala, opera house, 2011 



Amon Tobin 

 

alexandria/Amon Tobin 'ISAM' Live - Mutek Premiere (Official).flv
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Glossary -abbreviations 



Glossary 



Glossary 



Lyon, Painted building 



Trompe l’oeil 

 “ 



Andrea 
Pozzo,  
fresco with  
trompe l’oeil 
dome  
painted on 
low  
vaulting  
(Vienna,) 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VASARI,  
Affreschi della 
Cancelleria  

Quadraturismo is the art 
of creating ornamental 
architectural illusions 
common used in Baroque 
and Rococo era.  





Andrea Da Pozzo, Trompe 
l’oeil 

 The dome and vault of 
the  Church of St Ignacio in 
Rome painted by  Andrea 
Pozzo, represented the 
pinnacle of illusion.  

 Pozzo was commissioned 
to paint the ceiling to look 
like the inside of a dome, 
instead of building a real 
dome..  

 



Andrea Mantegna, Wedding 
room, Mantua (Italy) 



Troemp l’oeil “Sottoinsu” (from below 
upward)-Melozzo da Forlì,dome decoration 

 . 



         Trompe l’oeil 



       Marble or paint? 



Escaping Criticism by Pere 
Borrell del Caso, 1874 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pere_Borrell_del_Caso
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pere_Borrell_del_Caso
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Cartelami- Genoa (Italy)   

 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VoCZscSB
eOE 

MACHINE VISION:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VoCZscSBeOE
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AMES ROOM-optical illusion room 

 An Ames room is a distorted room that is 
used to create an optical illusion. 

 It was invented by American ophthalmologist 
Adelbert AMES in 1934, and constructed in 
the following year. 

 

alexandria/Optical Illusion Room.flv
alexandria/Optical Illusion Room.flv


Julian Beever- 
3D pavement drawings  

 Anamorphic illusions 
are drawn in a special 
distortion in order to 
create an impression 
of 3 dimensions when 
seen from one 
particular viewpoint 







Each drawing must be 
seen from one special 
viewpoint and if the 
viewer moves from it 
the illusion is lost and 
the drawing becomes 
an unrecognizable 
distortion. 

 
"My work appeals literally to 
the man (and woman) in the 
street and is not confined in 
galleries or limited by the 
gallery system". 
It is the internet that has 
brought it to the attention of 
the world 



Julian Beever 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ajdkj8wG
P2o&list=PL6D46DD7F405F73B6 

 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AxHYPhD
_uJk 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idWFnDD
q6pM 
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“pavement Picasso”  

 "I got started when I was in a pedestrian street in 
Brussels where an old garden had been removed. 
This left an unusual rectangle of paving slabs 
which gave me the idea to convert this in to a 
drawn swimming pool in the middle of the high 
street! It worked so well I tried other variations 
such as a well with people falling in. I soon realized 
that if you could make things appear to go into the 
pavement you could equally make them appear to 
stand out of it.“ .. 

 



Art of anamorphosis nowadays 

 Web sites: 
 Artists and artworks 
 www.kellymhoule.com - Kelly Houle is an 

anamorphosis artist in the USA. Her site displays 
original artworks, which can be bought in 
reproduction and jig-saw format, and provides a 
useful set of web links. 

 István Orosz - a Hungarian artist; his site displays 
many original artworks. 

 www.anamorphosis.it - Italian artists Stella and 
Gianni Miglietta (site in Italian). 
 

http://www.kellymhoule.com/
http://www.geocities.com/SoHo/Museum/8716/
http://www.geocities.com/SoHo/Museum/8716/
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ANAMORPHOSIS NOWADAYS 

 The Swedish artist Hans Hamngren produced and exhibited a 
many examples of mirror anamorphosis in the 60s and 
70s. Shigeo Fukuda, a Japanese artist, designed both types of 
anamorphosis in the 70s and 80s.  

 

 Patrick Hughes, Fujio Watanabe, William Kentridge, István 
Orosz, Felice Varini, Matthew Ngui, Kelly Houle, Nigel Williams 

and Judy Grace are fine artists creating anamorphic images. 

  Currently, Myrna Hoffman designs anamorphoses for 
children's interactive toys. 

 The Dutch artist Leon Keer made an optical illusion painting 
with a life-size mirror cylinder during the 3-D street painting 
event FringeMK in 2010.  
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ANAMORPHOSIS CATOPTRIC 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=pla
yer_embedded&v=qQ1AWAzJEH8 

 This type of anamorphic art involves using a 
cylindrical mirror in the middle of the art 
piece to display a completely different 
image through the reflection 

 .  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=qQ1AWAzJEH8
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Hans Holbein the younger (1533) 
 

 Hans Holbein the younger s well known for 
incorporating anamorphic trick. His painting 
The Ambassador is the most famous 
example for anamorphosis, in which a 
distorted shape lies diagonally across the 
bottom of the frame. Viewing this from an 
acute angle transforms it into the plastic 
image of a skull, symbol of “memento mori” 
(death will come) 

 





Skull 



"Anamorphic" effects in the 
work of contemporary artists  
 



William Kentridge 

 William Kentridge (born 28 
April 1955) is a South Afrinca 
artist best known for his 
prints, drawings, and 
animated films  

 These are constructed by 
filming a drawing, making 
erasures and changes, and 
filming it again. He continues 
this process meticulously, 
giving each change to the 
drawing a quarter of a second 
to two seconds' screen time. 
A single drawing will be 
altered and filmed this way 
until the end of a scene. 



Anamorphosis by Kentridge 

 http://www.art21.org/a
nythingispossible/slide
show/on-perception/ 
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Anamorphic sculpture 

alexandria/Art-21 - William Kentridge - Season 5 Preview (October 2009).mp4
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Phenakistascope 
by Kentridge 



…and in the theatre????? 

From linear perspective to 
digital mapping 

 



Scenery, as we know it today, is a product of 
the Italian Renaissance. It is based on the 
discovery of the rules of perspective and their 
application to the world of architecture.  
4 periods: 
 
1)Around 1415- Filippo Brunelleschi. (1377- 
1446)  architect discovers the secret of linear 
perspective: a mathematical system for 
creating the illusion of space and distance on a 
flat surface. 
 
2)1435- Leon Battista Alberti (1404-1474) 
publishes Brunelleschi's secret in Della Pittura, 
the first treatise on the geometric principles of 
linear perspective. 
 
3)1545- Sebastiano Serlio (1475-1554) 
publishes Architetura the first work detailing the 
design and construction of a court theatre. 



Serlio's playhouse was erected in a large 
existing room (a Hall of State) in the 
court palace, the standard practice of 
the day.  
 Serlio's sets (Comic, Tragic and Pastoral) 
consisted of four sets of wings (the first 
three were angled -- one face parallel to 
the front edge of the stage and the 
other angled up stage -- and the fourth 
wing was flat and parallel to the 
audience) and a backdrop or back 
shutter. His sets were conceived in 
architectural terms.  
 
4)1638- Nicola Sabbattini (1574-1654) 
publishes Practica di fabricar scene e 
machine ne' teatri (Manual for 
Constructing Theatrical Scenes and 
Machines), the 1° practical stage craft 
manual. 
 





ROBERT LEPAGE 
STAGE AS A MACHINE VISION 
 

../Desktop/5OTTOBRELIBRIAMOCI/video Lepage/video/Andersen.mpeg


Lepage’s Andersen Project 

 

alexandria/30 sec Preview - The Andersen Project.flv


MOTUS, from Pasolini’s film 
“Teorema” 

  



  



 



MOTUS 

 

video per lezioni da you tube/twin rooms.flv


Projects 
 
    
  
    
  

 

alexandria/Sib.pdf
../Desktop/5OTTOBRELIBRIAMOCI/Sib.pdf


WOOSTER GROUP 

BIG ART GROUP 
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Cinema, theatre or TV? 

video per lezioni da you tube/twin rooms.flv


REAL TIME FIM/THEATRE BIG ART GROUP 
Flicker, 2003 
 

LEZIONI/Flicker2.ppt


“To Create real time film/theatre: a desire to bring the power of the 
image against itself for reveiling the fragile common manner of 
seeing 
CADEN MANSON Big Art Group 
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Chromakey stage 
Big art group, House of no more, 2004 
G.B.Corsetti, La pietra di paragone (opera lirica da Rossini) 

../Desktop/5OTTOBRELIBRIAMOCI/lapietradel paragone
alexandria/big art group/HOUSE_OF_NO_MORE/VIDEO_TS/VTS_01_3.VOB


 

 

 



 

  



DUMB TYPE/ 
 

80 

Augmented visions 
DUMB TYPE, Voyage, 2005 

video per lezioni da you tube/dumbtype.flv.flv


IDUMB TYPE MEMORANDUM 

../Desktop/5OTTOBRELIBRIAMOCI/dumb type - memorandum chapter2-part2 (640 x 360).flv


MASBEDO-VIDEOART+ROBOTIC 

 

Glima a Performance.wmv


GLIMA LA PERFORMANCE 

Glima a Performance.avi


Lepage for Wagner’s Ring 

 

alexandria/Der Ring Des Nibelungen Teaser.flv


Videomapping on 24 placks 
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Cinematique, Adrien Mondot 
+emotions software 

alexandria/Cinematique - Trailer.flv
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Motion tracking, KLAUS OBERMAIER/DAVE, 2003 
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<urban screen.IDOMENEO 

alexandria/IDOMENEO SHOW DOKU.mp4


Mapping objects 

alexandria/Video Mapping 3d sculpture.flv
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3 versions 

 1st: 2000 MANDALA SYSTEM 

 

 2°: 2002. Flash Mx 

 

 3°: 2008. Datasuit. 

 



 

NARRAZIONE TEATRALE 
IN AMBIENTE DIGITALE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• F:\anna\Mandala\giacomo.avi 

•      

•              MANDALA SYSTEM 

 

 

Flash mx frontale Flash mx a cerchio 
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